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Abstract. We study the isothermal, quadratic autocatalytic reaction scheme A +
B —> IB , where A is a reactant and B is an autocatalyst. We consider the situation
when a quantity of B is introduced locally into a uniform expanse of A in one-
dimensional slab geometry. By analysing the large time asymptotic solution of the
resulting initial value problem we show that either a permanent form travelling wave
or a phase wave develops. In the case when a travelling wave evolves we determine
the first two terms in the large time asymptotic expansion of the propagation speed,
which is dependent upon the asymptotic form of the initial input distribution of B
far ahead of the wavefront.

1. Introduction. In this paper, we consider the isothermal, quadratic autocatalytic
chemical reaction scheme,

A + B—> 2B, rate kab, (1)

where a and b are concentrations of the reactant, A, and the autocatalyst, B,
respectively, and k is a reaction rate constant. The reaction step (1) has been used
in several successful models of real chemical systems, which include the Belousov-
Zhabotinskii reaction [5] and also gas-phase, radical chain-branching, oxidation re-
actions, such as the carbon monoxide-oxygen and hydrogen-oxygen systems [7, 13].
Autocatalytic reaction rate laws also arise in enzyme reactions such as glycolysis [14],

Observations show that chemical systems for which quadratic autocatalysis forms
a key step can support propagating chemical wavefronts when the reaction mixture
is unstirred [8, 16], These wavefronts, or travelling waves, arise via a combination of
reaction and diffusion. Physically, the typical situation that leads to the development
of travelling waves is that which arises when a quantity of the autocatalyst, B, is
introduced locally into an expanse of the reactant, A, which is initially at uniform
concentration. The developing reaction is often observed to generate wavefronts,
which propagate outward from the initial reaction zone. It is this phenomenon that
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we study in this paper. In order to simplify the analysis, we restrict attention to the
case of one-dimensional slab geometry, with the coordinate x measuring distance.

The equations that govern the reaction and diffusion of A and B under reaction
scheme (1) are

2da „ d a , , ,(2a)

db d2b .
m=D'^ + kab- (2b)

Here, 7 is time, and D4 and DB are the constant diffusion rates of the reactant, A ,
and the autocatalyst, B , respectively. The initial conditions are

a(x,0)-a0, b(x, 0) = bQg(x), |x|<oo, (3a)
where g(x) is a given nonnegative function of x with a maximum value of unity
and g(x) —► 0 as |x| —> oo. Here, aQ and b0 are the positive, constant initial
concentration of A and maximum initial concentration of B, respectively. The
boundary conditions to be satisfied by a and b are

a(x,7)—>a0, 6(x,7)—>0, |x|—>oo, 7>0. (3b)
For the purpose of this paper, it is also convenient to consider g(x) as symmetric
about the point x = 0. The problem can then be reduced to the domain x > 0 with
a symmetry condition at x = 0. After making this additional assumption, which is
not at all restrictive, the initial and boundary conditions (3a, b) become

a(x,0) = a0, b(x, 0) = b0g(x), x>0; (4a)

§|(0,7) = ||(0,7) = 0, 7 > 0; (4b)
a(x,l)—>aQ, b(x, 7) —> 0 as x —» oo, 7>0. (4c)

The initial value problem given by Eq. (2), together with initial and boundary condi-
tions (4), is also appropriate to model the situation where the reaction proceeds on
the domain x > 0 with an impermeable barrier positioned at x = 0.

It is now convenient to introduce dimensionless variables as
_ J j2 

a = a/aQ, P = b/a0, t = kaQt, x = (ka0/DA) x, (5)

in terms of which Eqs. (2), together with initial and boundary conditions (4), become

da d2a87 = (6a)

nd2li „— = D—+af, (6b)

where D = DB/D { and

a(x,0)=l, P{x, 0) = PQg{x), x > 0; (7a)

fx(°' t] = fx(°' t] = °' Z-0; (7b)
a(x, t) 1, fi(x,t)—>0 asx-^oo, t> 0. (7c)
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The dimensionless parameter yS0 = b0/a0 provides a measure of the maximum con-
centration of the initial input of the autocatalyst, whilst the dimensionless parameter
D measures the rate of diffusion of the autocatalyst, B, relative to that of the re-
actant, A . In chemical systems that involve reactants of similar molecular weight it
is a reasonable approximation to assume that the diffusion rates, D t and DB , are
equal, which gives D = 1 . However, enzyme reactions may involve large enzyme
molecules and much smaller substrate molecules, which leads to significantly differ-
ent diffusion rates. Equations (6) also arise in epidemiology, where a represents the
number density of healthy individuals [1], Infected individuals may be significantly
more or less mobile than healthy individuals. This situation again leads to a value for
D, which can be well away from unity. The interesting case D = 0, which models
the situation when the autocatalyst, B , is immobilized, was studied in part II of this
series of papers [3], In this paper we consider D > 0.

When D = 1 , we can add Eq. (6a) and (6b) to obtain a diffusion equation that
has the solution,

a + fi = 1 + -A_ r <
2(nt) 1/2

r g(\z\)e {x t)I,4tdZ, (8)
J — oo

which satisfies the initial and boundary conditions (7a, b, c). Therefore, if /0°°g(x) dx
exists, a + /? —► 1 as t —> oo , uniformly for all x > 0. The large time asymptotic
solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) is therefore closely related to the large
time asymptotic solution of the initial value problem,

M = 0 + (9a)
P(x, 0) = P0g{x), x>0; (9b)

||(0,0 = 0, ;>0; (9c)
P(x, t) -* 0 as / -► oo, />0. (9d)

This problem has a long history and was originally proposed by Fisher [6] as a model
for the advance of an advantageous gene. Fisher showed that Eq. (9a) has a per-
manent form travelling wave solution with constant propagation speed v for each
v > 2. A permanent form travelling wave solution is a nontrivial, nonnegative so-
lution which depends on the single variable z = x - vt and satisfies the conditions
/? —> 0 as z —> oo and /?—>1 as z —> — oo . Kolmogorov, Petrovsky, and Piskounov
[9] showed that for a step function initial distribution of fi , the solution evolves
into a permanent form travelling wave with propagation speed v(t) —> 2 as t —» oo.
McKean [11] exploited the fact that the maximal displacement of branching Brow-
nian motion satisfies equation (9a) to derive the result of Kolmogorov et al. and
also to show that if g(x) - 0(e~ax) as x —► oo, a permanent form travelling wave
evolves, with propagation speed v(t) —> (a + 1/er) for 0 < a < 1 and v(t) —» 2
for a > 1 , as t —> oo. These results were also obtained by Larson [10] who used
comparison theorems to obtain upper and lower bounds on the solution of the initial
value problem (9). In addition, Larson showed that if eaxg(x) —> oo as x-»oo for
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all a > 0, no travelling wave evolves. Bramson [4] extended the work of McKean
to show that for a step function initial distribution of /?, the travelling wave prop-
agation speed v(t) ~ 2 - |?_1 as t —* oo. This result was also obtained formally,
by Merkin and Needham [12], using matched asymptotic expansions to obtain the
large time solution of the related initial value problem (6), (7) with D = 1 . In part I
of this series of papers [2] we studied the permanent form travelling wave solutions
of Eq. (6) and showed that these exist for each v > 2\J~D. In [3] we obtained the
asymptotic solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) for 0 < D 1 when the
initial input function g(x) has compact support (g(x) = 0 for x > X > 0). In this
case, a travelling wave evolves and propagates out of the initial reaction zone with the
minimum speed, 2\J~D . In this paper, we extend the work of Merkin and Needham
[12] by using matched asymptotic expansions to obtain the solution of the initial
value problem (6), (7) for / > 1 with D > 0. In addition, we no longer restrict
attention to the case when g(jc) has compact support but consider various classes
of function g(x). Analysis of this asymptotic solution then leads to the following
conclusions.

Result 1.1. If {a(x, t), fi(x, t)} is the solution of the initial value problem (6),
(7) and

(a) eax g(x) —> oo as x -»oo for all o > 0, no permanent form travelling wave
evolves, in the sense that a(z + ct, t) 0 , (3(z + ct, t) —> 1 as t —> oo for all z > 0,
c > 0;

(b) g(x) = 0(e~axx~") as x —* oo with a > 0 and -oo < n < oo, a permanent
form travelling wave evolves with propagation speed v(t) ~ vQy/D + vxVDt~{ as
t —> oc , where

(i) v0 = a\[D + 1 /g\[D , vx = —n/a\[D for 0 < a < 1 /\[D, -oo < n < oo ,
(ii) vQ = 2 , v! =-!(«+ 1) for a = \/y/~D , n < 2 ,

(iii) v0 = 2, v j = -3/2 for a = 1 /\/D, n > 2 or a > 1 /\[D, -oo < n < oo,

in the sense that

[a(z + c0VDt + Cjn/D log /, t), p{z + c0^Dt + c, v^Dlog?, ?)]
[0,1] for both c0 < vQ and c0 = vQ with c{ <v{,

[a{z),p\z)] for c0 = vQ, c, = u, ,
[1,0] for both c0 > v0 and cQ = v0 with cx> vx,

as t —> oo with z fixed, where a*(z), fi*{z) is the permanent form travelling wave
solution of equations (6) with propagation speed vq\/D;

(c) g(x) has compact support, a permanent form travelling wave evolves with
propagation speed v(t) as / —» oo , in the sense defined above. □

Clearly Result 1.1 encompasses all of the results that are suggested by the earlier
work on the initial value problem (9). In addition, Result 1.1 shows that travelling
wave solutions of the initial value problem (6), (7) can propagate at any speed v(t) >
vmin(t), where vmin 2 y/D-\VDt 1 as t oo, and that v(t) is dependent upon
a and n when g(x) — 0{e~axx~n) as x —> oo.
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In Sec. 2 we analyse the asymptotic solution of the initial value problem (6), (7)
for t > 1 with D > 0 and various classes of initial input function g(x). This
allows us to formally establish Result 1.1. In Sec. 3 that obtain numerical solutions
of the initial value problem (6), (7) that are consistent with Result 1.1.

2. Asymptotic solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) for t » 1 . In this section
we construct the asymptotic solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) for t » 1
when g(x) is in one of the three classes of functions, G, , G2, or G3 defined by

Gy = {*(*): g{x) kx " as x —>oo, for some k>0, /7>1}, (10a)
G2 = {g(x): g(x) rsj ke axx " as x —> oo,

for some k>0, a > 0, -oo<«<oo}, (10b)
G3 = {g(x): g(x) = 0 for x > A, for some X > 0}. (10c)

2.1. g(x) e Gx. First: we determine the asymptotic solution of the initial value
problem (6), (7) for x » 1, t = 0(1). We can then determine the domain of
validity of this solution as t —> oo . Finally, we complete the asymptotic solution for
t » 1 by introducing three further asymptotic regions.

The initial conditions (7a) show that

a —> 1, P ~ kQx " as x —> oo, when t = 0, (11)

where kQ = k/l0 , which suggests that we should seek a solution of Eq. (6) in the form

a= l+o(l), p — x n/3(t) + o(x ") as xx —>oo, with; = 0(1). (12a)

In terms of the scaled variables (12a), Eq. (6b) becomes, at leading order in x ,

= (12b)

and the solution of Eq. (12b), which satisfies the initial condition /? = kQ when
t = 0, is

P = V' ■ (12c)
In terms of the original variables we therefore have

a =l+o(l), P = k0e'x~n + o(x") as x —> oo with / = 0{\). (13)

As t —> oo, this approximation remains valid provided e'x " < 1, and hence for
x > et,n , which we label as region A. In order to develop the asymptotic solution
when x = 0(e'ln) as t —> oo, we introduce region I where from expansions (13)
appropriate scaled variables are

x = xe~^n , a = 0(1), P = 0{ 1) as?—>oo, with x = 0(1). (14a)

In terms of the scaled variables (14a), Eq. (6a, b) become, at leading order,

xax = nap, xP~ = -naP, (14b)

which are to be solved subject to the matching condition with region A,

a —> 1, p ~ kQx " as x —> oo. (14c)
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This boundary value problem is readily solved to give the solution

x" k
a = — r7r + o(l), as ?oo with x = 0(1). (15)

/Cq -f- X /Cq -f X

Although these approximations satisfy the boundary conditions (7b) at x = 0, ex-
pression (8), which is valid when D = 1 , shows that a + /? = 1 + 0(t~l^2) as t —> oo
for x = 0( 1). The nature of Eq. (6) suggests that this is also the case for all D > 0,
and therefore, we must introduce further asymptotic regions in order to complete the
solution. Expansions (15) suggest that scaled variables for the first of these, region
Ha, are

a = o(t m) Vm > 0, ft = I + (Dt) '/2/? as / —> oo with x = 0(1). (16a)

If we take a to be algebraically small as t —> oo in region Ila, we find that the solution
obtained at leading order will not match with the solution in region I as x —> oo.
However, the behaviour of the exponentially small concentration a in region Ila is
not pursued further in the present paper. In terms of the scaled variables (16a), Eq.
(6b) becomes

Pt = DPXX + {rlP> (16b)

up to terms exponentially small as t —> oo , and we expand /? as

/? = p0{x) + {Dt) '/?,(x) + o((Dt)~{) as t —► oo with x = 0( 1). (16c)

After substituting expansion (16c) into equation (16b) and solving for /?0 and ,
we obtain the solutions

Aj = V Pi = -\hx2 + K> (17a)
which satisfy the boundary conditions (7b) at x = 0. The constants bQ and b{
are dependent upon the details of the initial input function fi0g(x) and cannot be
determined in this large time asymptotic solution. Expansion (16c) now becomes

ft = b0 + (-\bQx2 + bx) + o((Dt)~l) as t —> oo with x = 0(1). (17b)

We next observe that this expansion becomes nonuniform as x —► oo, in particular,
when x = 0(?'/2). We must therefore introduce a further asymptotic region, region
lib, where, from expansion (17b), appropriate scaled variables are

x = x{Dt)~1'2, a = o(t~m) Vm > 0, 0=1 + {Dt)~X'2~p

as / —> oo with x = 0( 1). (18a)

In terms of these scaled variables, Eq. (6b) becomes

t0t = Pxx + &fix + tf> (18b)
and we expand ft as

P = /?0(x) + {Dt)~Xpx(x) + o({Dt)~l) as / -+ oo with x = O(l). (18c)
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After substituting expansion (18c) into Eq. (18b) and solving the resulting equations
for and px, we obtain the solutions

Po = b0e~x /4> ~P\ = V1 " \~x)e~X /4> (19a)

which match with the expansion (17b) in region Ila as x —> 0. Expansion (18c) is
now determined as

P = b0e~x /4 + {Dty^b^l - jX2)e~x /4 + o((D/)_1)

as t —> oo with x = 0( 1). (19b)

This expansion develops a nonuniformity as x —► oo, when p becomes exponentially
small. This then enables expansion (19b) as x —> oo to match with expansion (15)
in region I as x —> 0 to all algebraic orders in t~{. This completes the solution of
the initial value problem (6), (7) for t > 1 when g(x) e G, . We can summarize
the leading order solution in each region:

Region Ila. x = 0( 1), a = o(t~m) Mm> 0,

P = 1 +b0{Dt)~[/2 + 0{as / —► oo;

Region lib. x = 0(tl/2), a = o(t~m) Mm > 0,

p = 1 + V~^/4(i)/)"1/2 + 0((Dt)~l)

  1/2as t —> oo, where x - x/(Dt)
- n

Region I. x = 0(e',n), a = X + o(l),
kQ + x

k
P = t—2-th" + o(1) as? -»oo, where x = xe .

Kq ~J~ X,

Region A is passive and simply transmits the structure in region I, which remains
uniform as x -+ oo. Therefore, we can analyse the asymptotic solution in terms of
the regions I, Ila, and lib alone. In regions Ila and lib, a is exponentially small and
P —* 1 as t —> oo via algebraically small terms. In terms of the chemical reaction,
the reactant, A , is effectively completely consumed, whilst the concentration of the
autocatalyst, B, diffuses down to unity. In region I, the concentrations a and p
adjust to their far-field values of unity and zero, respectively, over a length scale of
0{e,/n) as t —» oo . The solution in this region represents a phase wave that is driven
by reaction alone with negligible diffusion. The numerical solution of the initial
value problem (6), (7) is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) (see p. 350) in the case D = 1 , n = 4
at t = 20, and clearly displays the features described by (20) above. Numerical
solutions of the initial value problem (6), (7) are discussed in detail in Sec. 3.

Finally, we note that we can construct a similar asymptotic solution when g(x) is
such that eax g(x) —► oo as x —> oo for all a > 0, with

„= '-w +0(D, d - —+0(1)
1 + PoSix)(e - 1) 1 + P0g(x)(e - 1)

(20)

as t —> oo for g(x)e' = 0(1) (21)
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Fig. 1(a). A graph of the solution of the initial value problem (6), (7)
when D = 1 and g(x) is given by Eq. (61) (on p. 369) with n = 4 ,
at t = 20 .

0-1 3 H
oco

2 -

  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i I I

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
t

Fig. 1(b). A graph of the function logPU) . The broken line has
gradient 1 /n = ^ in this case.

in region I, with regions Ila, b unchanged. This solution again represents a phase
wave. When eax g(x) = 0(1) as x —> oo for some a > 0 the solution (21) is no
longer valid. In this case the diffusion terms in Eq. (6a, b) appear in the leading order
equation in region A and the solution has a completely different structure, which we
discuss in detail below.
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2.2. g(x) e C2U(/3. As before, we begin by determining the asymptotic solution
of the initial value problem (6), (7) for x » 1 with g(x) € G2 and also for g(x) e
G3. We find that these two solutions have similar domains of validity as t —> oo, and
we complete the asymptotic solution for t » 1 by introducing further asymptotic
regions which have a similar structure for both g(x) £ G2 and g(x) £ G3. When
g(x) £ G2 there are three cases to consider, which correspond to (b)(i), (ii), and (iii)
of Result 1.1.

(a) g(x) £ G2. The initial conditions (7a) show that

a —> 1, P ~ kQe~axx~n as x —> oo, when t = 0, (22a)

where kQ = kpo, which suggests that we should seek a solution of Eq. (6) of the form

a= l+o(l), P = e~x^x,t>> as x —> oo with t = (9(1). (22b)

Here, the function <j>(x, t) is positive and of 0(1) as x —> oo . In terms of the
variables (22b), Eq. (6b) becomes

4>t = x~l{D(2cj>x + x<t>xx -<t>2- 2xUx - xVx) - 1}, (22c)
and we expand </> as

(j) = <p0 + x_1 logx </», + x~X4>2 + o(x~l) as x -» oo with / = 0{\). (22d)

After substituting Eq. (22d) into Eq. (22c) and solving for 4>0, (j>{, and <\>2, we
obtain the solutions

<f)0 = o, 4>{ = n, (f>2 = -(Do2 + 1)/ - log/c0, (23a)
which satisfy the initial conditions given by (22a). Expansion (22d) now gives

— 1 — 1 2 — 1
<j> = o + nx logx + x (-(Da" + l)t -logk0) + o(x )

as x —> oo with t = 0(1), (23b)

and in terms of the original variables,

P ~ k0x~" exp[-a{x - (Da + l/o)t} as x —> oo with t = 0(1). (23c)
This solution suggests that a travelling wave evolves with propagation speed Da +
1 /a, and we show below that this interpretation is correct, but only for 0 < a <
1 iVD. For a > 1 /VD, the structure of the asymptotic solution is more complicated,
and we find that a travelling wave evolves with propagation speed 2 \[D. As t —> oo,
expansion (23b) remains uniform for x » t, which we label as region A, and in
order to develop the asymptotic solution when x = 0(t) as Z —+ oo, we introduce
region I, where x = 0(t). Before we continue in developing the asymptotic solution
in region I for t > 1 , we consider the case when g(x) € G}.

(b) g(x) £ G}. The initial conditions (7a) show that

a —» 1, P —> 0 as t —» 0 for x » 1. (24)
Since Eq. (6b) is simply a diffusion equation with a source term, this suggests that
we should seek a solution of the form

q = l+o(l), P = e x as x —► oo with / = 0(1), (25a)
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where the function y/(x, t) is positive as x —» oo . In terms of the variables (25a)
Eq. (6b) becomes

y/t = D(y/xx + 4x~ly/x 4- 2x~V - 4<//2 - 4xy/yx - x xfy - x~2, (25b)
and we expand ^ as

—1 —2 —2
y/ = t//0 + x yx+x i//2 + o(x ) as x —> oo with t = 0(1). (25c)

After substituting expansion (25c) into Eq. (25b) and solving for y/Q, y/l , and ,
we obtain the solutions

K
n =Wt' ^ = 20f' ^2 = -^+2logf+4D7~log/c2' (26a)

which satisfy the initial conditions given by (24), where kx and k2 are constants to
be determined. Expansion (25c) now becomes

1 k.x~l -2, 1 , k] , , , , _2.
V"Wt + ^iDr + X ^'+ 2 + Wt~ 8 2>+ °(X »

as x -+ oo with t = 0(1), (26b)

and in terms of the original variables,

f (x -)_ fa ̂  j 1
P ~ k2 exp <  h t - ^ log t / as x —> oo with t - 0( 1). (26c)

This solution suggests that a travelling wave evolves with propagation speed v(t) =
2 VD + 0(t~l) as t —» oo, a result confirmed in the analysis below. As t —> oo,
expansion (26b) remains uniform for x » t, which we again label as region A, and
we must introduce region I, where x = 0(t), in order to continue the solution.

We now develop the asymptotic solution in region I as t —* oo for both of the cases
(a) and (b). In the following analysis we find that there are four different types of
asymptotic structures that the solution can display, corresponding to the cases (b)(i),
(ii), (iii) and (c) of Result 1.1.

We begin by noting that there is no nontrivial asymptotic solution of Eq. (6) in
terms of the variables X — xCx and t as t —> oo , which will match as X —> oo to
the solution in region A with x — 0(t). This leads us to define scaled variables for
region I as

y = x-V~Dy(t), a = 0(1), 0 = 0(1), y = 0(t)
as t —► oo with y = 0(1). (27a)

The dependence of the solution upon the travelling coordinate y is also suggested by
the form of the solution in region A given by (23c) or (26c). In terms of the variables
(27a), Eqs. (6) become

+ (27b)dy2 dt dy dt

D^ + SD^y^ + aP = (27c)
dy2 dt dy dt '
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which are to be solved subject to matching with the solution in region A as y —> oo .
We expand a, /?, and y as

OL — aQ + t Clj + t Ctj ~t~ 0{t ) , P = Pfl t P\ t P2 )
as t —> oo withy = 0(1), (28a)

y = v0t + v, log/ + o(log?) asf->oo, (28b)

and note that it will become apparent that expansions of this form are necessary in
order to construct a consistent asymptotic solution that matches the solution in region
A. In particular, an expansion for y, which includes terms of 0(tp) for 0 < p < 1,
generates terms in the expansions of a and /i that do not satisfy the appropriate
matching conditions as y —► oo . On substituting expansions (28a, b) into equations
(27b, c) we obtain the leading order equations

«o + -o^'o ~ aoPo = 0' DP'o + vo^o + aoPo = 0 > (29a)

which are to be solved subject to the matching condition

c*0 —> 1, /?0 —► 0 as y —► oo; (29b)

we also require
aQ > 0, y?0 > 0 for - oo < y < oo. (29c)

The nonlinear eigenvalue problem (29a, b, c) was studied in [2] where we showed
that for 0 < v0 < 2 all nontrivial solutions of the boundary value problem (29a,
b) become negative for some finite value of y, and therefore do not satisfy (29c).
However, for each v0 > 2 a travelling wave solution exists, which is unique up to
translation, satisfies (29c), and has

a eM+y
ao ~ aoe +y > A)-1" 7TT-5 7= as y - -oo, (30a)

D[i+ + v0VD[i+

where fi+ = ~^{vqVd - Dv^ + 4} and

1,

PoJ (Ao(ao)y + BM)e ylV° vo = 2' (30b)
I CQ(a0)ex+y v0 > 2, as y -► oo,

where A+ = {-^0 + \]vl~ 4}/2\/D, with the translational constant a0 to be de-
termined, A0 > 0 and C0 > 0. This completes the leading order term in region
I. Before proceeding to higher order terms in region I we note that, as was the case
for g(x) G G[, we expect, via (8), that the expansions (28) become nonuniform as
y —> -oo . We examine this next.

As before, we introduce region Ila where expansion (30a) suggests that appropriate
scaled variables are

a = rv,V°tl+e~v°V°fl+'a, p = 1 + (Dt)~X'2p as t -► oo for x = 0(1). (31a)
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In this case, we can readily obtain the leading order behaviour of a, and we expand
a as

a = a0(x) + o(l) as t —* oo with x = 0(1), (31b)

whilst the expansion for is again given by (17b). After rewriting Eq. (6a) in terms
of the scaled variables (31a) and substituting expansion (31b) for a, we obtain

«o= 0> (32a)
which is to be solved subject to the boundary condition,

a;(0) = 0. (32b)
We can readily integrate Eq. (32a) to obtain

a0 = a0 cosh [i+x, (32c)

which satisfies the boundary condition (32b), and a0 is a positive constant to be
determined. In region lib, appropriate scaled variables are, from (17b) and (32c),

p = 1 +{Dtyl/2p

as t -»• oo with x = (9(1). (33a)
x = x(Dt) 1/2 , a = t vo^+'/,2a f fi = \ + (Dt) 1/2fi

We expand A as

A = A0 + t~l/2A{ + o(t~l/2) as t —> cxd with x — 0(1), (33b)

and the expansion for fi is again given by (19b). After rewriting Eq. (6a) in terms
of the scaled variables (33a) and substituting expansion (33b) for A , we obtain the
equations

(a'0)2 = Dh2+, ^(Al-xA\) = 2D-lA'0A\+D-lA^~D~m'p0, (34a)

which are to be solved subject to the matching conditions

A0 ~ 1u+vaDx, ylj~log<20 as x —> 0 (34b)

with the solution in region Ila, and

^0~/i+V^x, A, ~ logUq as x —» oo (34c)

with the solution in region I. We can readily solve these two boundary value problems
to obtain the solutions

A0 = n+V~Dx, A, = loga0 - -^~~~erfc > (34d)

and find that the constant a0 satisfies

b^nD
log a0 = log a0 - ^— . (34e)

This completes the asymptotic solution in regions Ila and lib and we return to the
solution at higher order in region I.

At 0(t~^2) Eqs. (27b, c) become
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a" + v0VDa\ - /JqQj - = 0, (35a)

+ Aoqi + ao^i = ®' (35b)

and are to be solved subject to the matching conditions with regions A and lib,

Qj —>0, -» 0 as|y|-+oo. (35c)

The boundary value problem (35a, b, c) is linear and homogeneous, and it is readily
verified that

ax=bxo!0, px=bxp'0 (35d)
provides a solution for any constant b{ > 0. However, an examination of the local
behaviour of solutions of equations (35a, b) as y —> -oo also shows that (35d) is the
only solution to this boundary value problem. We show below that we require b{ to
be nonzero in order to satisfy a later matching condition, and note that the inclusion
of the terms of 0(t~'^2) in expansions (28a) corrects a small inaccuracy in Merkin
and Needham [12],

At 0(t~l) Eqs. (27b, c) become

0-2 /^o^2 ao@2 ^0*^0' (36a)

Dp 2 + v0VDP2 + P0a2 + P jQ, + ao^2 = ~vo^o (36b)

and are to be solved subject to the matching conditions

a2-»0, y?2 -> 0 as|y|-^oo. (36c)

When D = 1 we can readily obtain the solution of this boundary value problem as

P2 = -a2 = b2a'o-bia'o [ ^2TT / ^°S ljr°'Q{s) + bla^{s)\ dsdu.
Jo aQ (u) Jo I °\ J

No solvability condition arises and the solution exists for each -co < vt < oo. When
D ^ 1 the boundary value problem (36) cannot be readily integrated. However, we
can show that no solvability condition arises and obtain the asymptotic behaviour of
a2 and /?2 for y » 1 from Eqs. (36a, b) as

a2 = 0(ex+y),

v0 VDk CQ x y
 V- ye+ vn > 2,

v0VD + 2A+ 0

%\jV3 + \{%",')ylY"SrD "0 = 2.
(37)

The detailed behaviour of a2 as y —> oo is dependent upon v0 and D and is not
required for the purposes of this paper. Expansions (28a) now show that

1 +0(ek+y),
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c/+y + rl/2biX+C0ex+y -r1 j + o(t~l) v0> 2,

p
{A0y + Bo)e-^ + r>\{-^ + A0-J±}e^

vQ = 2, as t —> oo for y > 1.
(38)

We now direct our attention to the behaviour of the concentration /? alone, since
this allows us to determine vQ and n, . As expected, expansions (38) become nonuni-

1 /2form as y —> oo, in particular, when y = 0(t) for vQ > 2 and when y = 0(t )
for v0 = 2, and therefore, further regions are required between region I and the final
region A where y » t. We examine these two cases separately.

2.2.1. > 2. In order to develop the asymptotic solution of the initial value
problem (6), (7) when y = 0{t) as t —* oo, we introduce region III where appropriate
scaled variables are, from expansions (38),

Y=y/Dl,2t, a=\+o{t~m) Vm > 0, p = e^D"~'YB

as t —> oo with Y = 0(1) and 7 > 0. (39a)

In terms of the scaled variables (39a), Eq. (6b) becomes, at leading order,

{Y + sjv] - 4}BY + l+vx VDB = 0, (39b)
which is to be solved subject to matching with expansion (38) in region I, which leads
to

5-+C0 asF^O. (39c)
The appropriate solution is readily obtained as

-X+v,Vd

B = C0{ 1 + -^= ) , (40a)
H7

and hence

a n X ̂sfDtYfi ~ CQe +
—A+«! VD

\ + -^==) +0(1)
^0^/uF-4

as t —► oo with 7 = 0{ 1).

(40b)
This solution matches with the solution (23c) (which is uniform for x » t as / —> oo)
in region A for g{x) e G2 as Y —> oo, provided that

v0 = a\J~D + \fa\Tb, vx--nla\fD, CQ(a0) = kQ(v2 - 4) "/2
for 0 < a < 1 /V~D, (40c)

so that the constants vQ, v, , and a0 are now determined, since the function C0(a0)
is determined in region I. We note that the restriction 0 < a < 1 fy/D arises because
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we have specified the positive root of (v£ - 4) in the definition of the constant A+ .
This completes the asymptotic solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) as t —> oo
for g(x) = 0(e~axx~n) as x —► oo, with 0 < o < \/VD, -oo < n < oo. We can
summarize the leading order asymptotic solution in each region as:

Region Ha. x = 0( 1),

a = t-v^e-v^'a0c oshn+x + o(rv^e~v'

/? = 1 + b0(Dt)~l/2 + o((Dt)~1^2) as t —> oo with x = 0(1). (41a)

Region lib. x = 0(t1^2),

a = aorv,^^+e~v°^^+t exp jf1/2/z+\/Dx - + °(1) j »

p = l + b0e~*2/\Dt)-112 + o((Dt)~X'2)

as t —> oo with x = 0(1), where x = x/(Dt)1^2 . (41b)

Region I. x = v0\/Dt + v,-/01og/ + O(l), a = a*(y) + o{ 1),

P = P*(y) + °(1) at t oo with y = 0(1), (41c)

where y = x - V~Dy(t), y(t) ~ vQt + vx log? + o(log?) as t—»oo,and a*(y), fi*{y)
is the permanent form travelling wave solution of equations (6) with propagation
speed v0VD.

Region III. x = v0VDt + vxVD log t + 0(t), a=l + o(Cm) Mm> 0,

n I -oVDtYP = v {v/^r4+r} " + °(1) as / —► oo

with 7 = 0(1), where Y = {x - V~Dy(t)}/D t. (41d)
The final region A is again passive and simply transmits the solution in region III,
which remains uniform as Y —> oo .

In regions Ha and lib the reactant, A, is effectively completely consumed, whilst
the concentration of the autocatalyst, B, diffuses down to unity as t —» oo. Re-
gion I encompasses a travelling wave with propagation speed v(t) — s/Ddy/dt ~
(Do + 1 /a) - (n/o)t~l as t —> oo . The qualitative form of this travelling wave solu-
tion for various D and a was studied in [2] and is not examined here. In this case,
the travelling wave propagates at a speed greater than the minimum, 2 \[D. This is
because the form of the initial input functions g(x) is such that initially there
is sufficient autocatalyst present for the chemical reaction to remain significant as
x —> oo and the balance between reaction and diffusion generates a fast wave. Fi-
ally, region III allows the small concentration /? as Y -* oo to take on the precise
form in the far-field generated by the initial conditions in region A. The numerical
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Fig. 2(a). A graph of the solution of the initial value problem (6), (7)
when D = 1 and g(x) is given by Eq. (63) (on p. 370) with a = 0.5
and n = —2 , at / = 50 .

260

Fig. 2(b). A graph of the function P(t) . The broken line has gradient
(Da + I/a) = 2.5 in this case.

solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) is illustrated in Fig. 2(a) in the case
D = 1 , cr = 0.5, n = - 2 , at t = 50 and clearly shows the features described above.
Numerical solutions of the initial value problem (6), (7) are discussed in detail in
Sec. 3. We now turn to the case when vQ = 2 . t

2.2.2. vQ = 2. In this case appropriate scaled variables for region III are, from
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Fig. 2(c). A graph of the function P(t) - (Da + 1 /a)t plotted against
log t. The broken line has gradient -n/a = 4 in this case.

expansions (38),

rj = y/(Dt)l/2, a- I +o(t~m) Vm > 0, /? = tl/2e~' n f

as t —► oo with rj = 0(1) and rj > 0, (42a)

in terms of which Eq. (6b) becomes

/„ + \nf, - (», + j) + o(f "7,> = if,. (42b)
This equation is to be solved subject to matching with expansion (38) in region I as
r] —► 0, and with the solution (23c) or (26b) in region A as t] —► oo. In addition we
require f(rj) > 0 for t] > 0. We expand / as

f = f0 + t l^2fl+o(t [^2) as t —> oo with rj = 0(1), (42c)

and substitute into Eq. (42b). At leading order, we obtain the equation

fo +\rlJJo-(v\ + ^)fo = 0> (43a)2 0 V 2,
which is to be solved subject to the matching condition

/0 ~ A0{a0)VDt]{\ + vxr}2/6) as rj -► 0 and /(i|)>0 VpO. (43b)

Now, the solution of Eq. (43a), which has f0 ~ A0\/Dt] as tj —> 0, can be written in
terms of confluent hypergeometric functions [15] as

f0(r1) = A0\fDr1e~nl\Fx (l + vx; ~ ^\ . (44a)
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First, we note from the properties of l that f0 becomes negative for some finite
t] > 0 for all < -3/2 . Therefore the solution (44a) does not satisfy the second of
conditions (43b) in this case and we conclude that vx > -3/2 . Now, by considering
the behaviour of the confluent hypergeometric function 17r1 as r/ —> oo, we find that

/o ~ 7 for n » 1 with vx > , (44b)^ „2vi + i f„r- „ ^ r ^ 3

(,1 + I)!22V

/0 = A0VDrje''1 /4 forv, = -§. (44c)

As tj —> oo, we therefore have that f0 behaves algebraically for whereas
f0 —> 0 exponentially for v, = - \ . Before considering these two cases separately,
we determine the next term in the expansion (42c).

At 0(?~1/2), Eq. (42b) becomes

f\ + llf'i ~ v\f\ = ~vifo ' (45a)
which is to be solved subject to the matching conditions

/, ~5°-^^>? + 5M5()-4)\/^)??2> as^-^0. (45b)

After noting that f{=/0 is a solution of the homogeneous part of Eq. (45a) we can
readily obtain the solution which satisfies the matching condition (45b) (via variation
of parameters) as

A = -vJoW [ 777TT [ fo(u)2e" /4 duds
Jo Us) Jo

-MS/ow/'7T7 4 + T7F ■ <46)Jo f0{s) A0VD

We now consider the cases v{ > and vx= separately,
(i) v, > — j • In this case we find that

vl(vl + j)A0\/nD 2v
K + i)!22"'-' "

f.  —'—2 f] for >7 » 1 . (47a)

Expansion (42c) therefore shows that

A0VnD2vl 2t».+i -i/2 vl(vl + ±)A0VnD 2vt. , ,-1/2./~—-—■—=—=—r-t ——!—  T—:—ri 'logn + o(t )
(u, + ±)!22"'+1 (V, + {)\22v~l y '

as t —> 00 for rj > 1. (47b)

This expansion remains uniform as t] —* 00, and matches with the solution (23c)
(which is uniform for x » / as t —* 00) in region A for g(x) e G2 provided that

1 (v _i_ iV22"1+lA:
vx = --{n + \), A0(a0) = —1L—^ for a = 1//Z), n < 2, (47c)
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Fig. 3(a). A graph of the solution of the initial value problem (6),
(7) when D = 1 and g(x) is given by Eq. (63) with a = 1 and
n = — 2 , at t = 50 .

which fixes the constants vl and a0 . This completes the asymptotic solution of the
initial value problem (6), (7), as t —► oo for g(x) = 0[e~x^x~n) as x —> oo with
n <2. The leading order behaviour of the solution in regions I, Ha, and lib is again
given by (41a, c, b). However, we now have

Region III. x = 2\fDt + vx\[Dlogt + 0(t1^2), a = I + o(t~m) Vm> 0,
i n tll2*

P = t e kQ{r] " + o(1)} as t —> co with rj = 0(1),

where t] = {x - VDy{t)}/{Dt)1/2. (48)

Region A is again passive and simply transmits the solution in region III, which
remains uniform as rj —> oo. Region I now encompasses a travelling wave with
propagation speed v(t) ~ 2\[D - \{n + 1 )\fDCx as t —> oo. In this case, the
travelling wave propagates at the minimum speed as t —► oo, but the correction to
this speed is greater than the minimum with v{ > —§ . Since the asymptotic form of
the travelling wave speed depends upon n , we conclude that the form of the initial
input function g(x) is such that the chemical reaction is significant as x —► oo.
Finally, region III allows the small concentration fi as t] —► oo to take on the form
in the far-field generated by the initial conditions through region A. The numerical
solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) in the case
D = 1, a = 1, n = -2 at t = 50 and clearly displays the features described above.
We now turn to the case u, = — \ .

(ii) vx = — |. First we note that, by a process of elimination, all the cases where
g(x) G G2 that have not already been considered (i.e., a - 1 /-/£>, n > 2 and
<j> 1 IsTD , -oo < n < oo) and the case g(x) G G3 must have v0 = 2 and vx - — |.
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Fig. 3(b). A graph of the function log P(t). The broken line has
gradient 2\fD = 2 in this case.
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Fig. 3(c). A graph of the function P{t)-2\fDt plotted against log/.
The broken line has gradient — j(n + 1 )V~D = 5 in this case.

When v{ = - j we find that, in general, /, —> 0 algebraically as tj —> 00. However,

since in this case fQ = A0VDtje~'' , we must eliminate this algebraic decay of fx ,
which would otherwise induce an exponential nonuniformity in expansion (42c) as
r] —> 00 . This is achieved by choosing

b. = 3D\/n , (49)
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after which we find that

fx = - 3^0V^D (l - i^/2) ̂ ~'7 /4 [ 7f~TT~2 f e~" 14 duds
v ' JO ('-2s > Js

+ {B,-)1{B0 + ?,A0VD)t11)e-nllA

~ ~ W) e" 14lo&(1 ~ W) > (50a)

and hence,

/, ~[^0VDlog?/-i{50 + 3(l + ilog2M0yD}]fyV2/4 for r, » 1. (50b)

This demonstrates the need for terms of 0{CXI2) in expansions (28a). From expan-
sion (42c) we now find that

/ ~ A0V~Dtie n + t-12/4 , ,-i/2 ^A^logr,- I {^ + 3 (l + ̂ log2) Vd| 2 —f72/4rje

+ o{t 1/'2) as t —* oo for t] > 1. (51)

This expansion becomes nonuniform as rj —> oo, in particular when rj = 0(txl2),
and we must introduce a further asymptotic region in order to continue the solution
when t] = 0(t1/2). Appropriate scaled variables for region IV are, from expansion
(51),

Y = y/D^2t, a=\+o{t~m) Vm > 0, p = t^2e tY e

as / —> oo with Y = 0(1) and Y > 0, (52a)

in terms of which Eq. (6b) becomes

F2 - YFy + F + r'(l + \Fy - Fyy) + t Ft + 0{t~lFy) = 0. (52b)

We now expand F as

F = F0(Y) + r1 log tF{{Y) + t~lF2(Y) + o(t'1)

as t —> oo with Y = 0(1), (52c)

and substitute into Eq. (52b). At leading order we obtain

Fo2 ~ YFo + Fo = 0' (53a)
which is to be solved subject to the matching condition

F0~r2/4 as F —> 0. (53b)

Equation (53a) has a one-parameter family of linear solutions,

F0 = cY-c2, (54a)

where c is an arbitrary constant and the associated envelope solution

F0=Y2/4. (54b)
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Fig. 4(a). A graph of the solution of the initial value problem (6), (7)
when D = 1 and g(x) is given by Eq. (63) with a = 1 and n = 4 ,
at t = 50 .

200 i

Fig. 4(b). A graph of the function P(t). The broken line has gradient
2%/Z> = 2 in this case.

2Therefore, we take the solution F0 = Y /4, which satisfies the matching condition
(53b) as Y —+ 0. On continuing our analysis of the equations that arise when we
substitute expansion (52c) into Eq. (52b) we obtain the solution at 0(t~x log?),

F — -- - -Y^1 2 41 '
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Fig. 4(c). A graph of the function P(t)-2\/~Dt plotted against log t.

-\VD = -\The broken line has gradient —iVD = -1 in this case.

which matches with expansion (51) as y —» 0. However, the function F2 remains
undetermined, and we conclude either that F-, depends upon the detailed form of
the initial input function g(x) and hence cannot be determined by a large time
asymptotic solution, or that F2 is fixed by an equation that arises when we include
exponentially small terms in the expansion (52c). The problem of determining F2
is not pursued further in this paper. Expansion (52c) now becomes

F = y2/4-(I + |7)r'log? + 0(r1) as / —► oo for Y = 0(1). (55)
This expansion matches with the solution (26c) (which is uniform for x » t as
t —> oo) in region A as Y —> oo, when g(x) € G} and completes the asymptotic
solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) as t —♦ oo for g(x) with compact
support. The leading order behaviour of the solution in regions I, Ila, and lib is
again given by (41a, b, c), and we now have

Region III. x = 2\f~Dt - \ \[D log? + 0{tx/2), a=\+o(t~m) Vm > 0,

P = t^2e~' rA0V~Dtie~'1 /4(1 + o(l)) as Rt —► oo with rj = 0(1), (56a)

where rj = {x - \fDy{t)}/{Dt)l/2

Region IV: x = 2\[Dt - jVDlogt + 0(t), a = I + o(t~m) Vm> 0,

0 ,l+(3/4 )Y -t(Y+Y2/4+o( 1)) , ... vP - t ' e as t -+ oo with Y = 0(1), (56b)
where Y = {x - \fDy(t)}/D{l"t.

Region A is again passive and simply transmits the solution in region IV which
remains uniform as Y —> oo. Region I now contains a travelling wave with the
minimum propagation speed v(t) ~ 2VD-\\J~Dt~x as t —> oo . This travelling wave
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represents a balance between reaction and diffusion with /? = 0(ye~y^) in region
I as y —> oo, which changes via regions III and IV to a diffusion-controlled solution,
with p = 0(e~'} /4) in region IV as Y —> oo . The numerical solution of the initial
value problem (6), (7) is illustrated in Fig. 6(a) on p. 369 in the case D = 1, X — 1,
at t = 50 and clearly displays the features described above.

We have now apparently exhausted all of the possibilities and have yet to deal with
the case when g(x) € G-, and a > 1 /\[D with —oo < n < oo or a — \/V~D with
n > 2. However, we note that the solution (54a) matches with the solution (23c)
(which is uniform for x > t as t —* oo) in region A as Y —> oo if c — (g\[D - 1)
with a > 1 /VD, and therefore, in order to satisfy the matching condition (53b) we
require the leading order solution

ir={y2/4 0 < y < 2(aVD - 1),
0 \ (<jVd~ 1)7 - (oy/D-l)2 Y > 2{a\fD — 1).

Although F0 and F0' are continuous for Y > 0, the second derivative F0" is dis-
continuous at the point Y = 2{o\[D - 1). This indicates that a thin asymptotic
transition region exists in the neighbourhood of the point Y = 2{o\fD - 1) in which
second derivatives are retained to smooth out this discontinuity in curvature. We can
confirm this by calculating further terms in the expansion (52c) for y > 2(<ja/d- i),
which shows that

y2/4-(i + |y)r'iog; + o(r1) o< y <2{os[d-i),
{{oy/D - l)Y-(o\/D- l)2} + {« - 1 - \{oVD- ljjr'logf (58)

+ «log{y - 2{(jVD - l)}r' +o(t~1) Y>2{o\fD- 1),
and t —> oo and hence expansion (58) becomes nonuniform in the neighbourhood
of the point Y = 2(oVD - 1). The nature of this passive transition region is not
pursued further in this paper. This completes the leading order asymptotic solution
of the initial value problem (6), (7) as / —> oo for g(x) € G2 with a > 1 /y/D,
-oo < n < oo. The behaviour of the solution at leading order in regions I, Ila, lib,
and III is given by (41a, b, c) and (56a), and we now have

Region IV. x = 2\JT>t - l\fD\ogt + 0(t), a = I + o{rm) Vm > 0,

F =

P =
t{^'A)Ye-<(i^2/4+»(i)) o< y <2 (ayfD-
pi2)aVD-n)e-oVDtYe(aVD-l)2t^Y _ 2(CTV^ _ J)}"" (59)

y > 2{aVD- 1) + 0(1) as / -+ oo,
where Y = {x - V~Dy{t)}/Dl/2t.

Region A is passive and simply transmits the solution in region IV, which remains
uniform as Y -* oo. Region I again contains a travelling wave that propagates at
the minimum speed v(t) 2yfD- \\fDt~x as t —> oo, and represents a balance
between reaction and diffusion. Regions III and IV accommodate the transition
in the small concentration /? from the travelling wave profile, /? = 0(ye~y
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Fig. 5(a). A graph of the solution of the initial value problem (6),
(7) when D = 1 and £(x) is given by Eq. (63) with a = 2 and
n = -2 , at t = 50 .

Fig. 5(b). A graph of the function P(t). The broken line has gradient
2VD = 2 in this case.
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Fig. 5(c). A graph of the function P(t)-2\/Dt plotted against log/.
The broken line has gradient -|\/Z) = -| in this case.

as y —> <x) in region I, to the far-field determined by the initial input function,
o o/<((3/2)ct\/D-«) —o\/DtY (a^D-\)2t v-n^ v ■ ■ xtr • . •••fi — 0(t e e Y ) as Y —► oo in region IV. This transition
is rapid in the neighbourhood of the point Y = YQ , where Y0 = 2(cj\/rD- l) + o(l) as
t —> oo , or equivalently, x = xQ where x0 = 2oDt + o(t) as t —> oo . The numerical
solution of the initial value problem (6), (7) is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) in the case
D = 1 , <7 = 2, n — -2 at t = 50 and clearly displays the features described above.

In the only remaining case, g(x) 6 G2 with a = 1 /y/D, n > 2, our analysis of
the solution in region IV indicates that a rapid transition from the envelope solution
F0 = Y2/4 occurs in the neighbourhood of the point Y = F0 , where now F0 = o(l)
as f oo. However, we know that the travelling wave propagation speed v(t) ~
2sfD - \\J~DC1 as ( oo in this case and we do not pursue the additional details
of the solution further.

The conclusions of this section are summarized in Result 1.1 which we have now
formally established via the method of matched asymptotic expansions.

3. Numerical solution of the initial value problem. In this section, we describe nu-
merical solutions of the initial value problem (6), (7) for various values of D and
functions . We obtain these numerical solutions by the method described in
detail in [3], which is closely related to the numerical method described in Merkin
and Needham [12], Briefly, we use a Crank-Nicolson method with a simple itera-
tive procedure for solving the nonlinear algebraic equations which arise at each time
step. A variable time step is also used in order to increase the efficiency of the nu-
merical integration. When 0 < D < 1 the solution develops large gradients in the
concentration /?, as described in [3], which leads to problems with the accuracy of
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the numerical solutions. However, for moderate values of D these problems do not
arise. In addition to the concentrations a and /?, we also calculated the function
P(t) at each time step, where P(t) is defined by

P{t) = inf{x: P(x, t) = 5 , x > 0} . (60)
The function P(t) provides a measure of the position of the wavefront in /? and
hence P(t) ~ y/Dy{t) as t —► oo.

Our aim in studying numerical solutions of the initial value problem (6), (7) is
to verify that these solutions have the structure predicted by the asymptotic analysis
for t » 1, which we described in Sec. 2. We do not therefore discuss the initial
transient behaviour of the solution, which becomes quite intricate as D —> 0, see [3],
The numerical results which we present below are for the case D — 1 . We obtained
similar results, in line with the predictions of Proposition 1.1, when D / 1 .

(i) g(x) € G, . In this section, we study the solution when the initial conditions
(7a) are

a(x, 0) = 1, /?(x,0) = -—-—a forx>0, n> 1. (61)

Fig. 1 (a) shows the solution of the initial value problem when D = 1 and n = 4 at
t = 20. A phase wave is clearly visible, along with the remnant of the initial input
of the autocatalyst, B , for x = 0{ 1), which diffuses down to unity as / —> oo. The
function P(t) increases rapidly as t increases. This is consistent with the analysis
of Sec. 2.1, which shows that k0{k0 + Pne~')~] ~ 5 as t —> 00, and hence

log P~t/n as/->00. (62)

The graph of log/5 plotted against t is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) on p. 350 and shows
that logP is asymptotic to a straight line with gradient \/n = \ in this case, con-
sistent with our analysis. We obtained similar results for other values of n .

(ii) g(x) 6 G2. In this section, we study the solution when the initial conditions
are

> 0) = 1, fi(x, 0) = ( 1_CT(X_,)
( f X

0 < x < 1,
x > 1, o > 0, -00 < n < 00 .

(63)
In this case we find that a travelling wave evolves, with P(t) ~ V~Dy(t) ~ v0VDt +
v{VD\ogt as t —► 00, where v0 and are given by Result 1.1. Figs. 2, 3, 4, and
5 show the solution at t = 50, a graph of the function P(t), and a graph of the
function P(t) - v0V~Dt plotted against log? for various a and n. We find that
both P(t) and P(t) - v0\/Dt as a function of log t are asymptotic to straight lines
with gradients vQ\fD and vx \/D, respectively, as t —> 00 consistent with Result 1.1.

(iii) g(x) £(j3. In this section, we study the solution when the initial conditions
are

c. _ 0 < x < 1,
a(x,0)=l, /?(x,0) = \n ~ (64)x > 1.
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In this case we find that a travelling wave evolves, with P(t) VDy(t) ~ 2VDt-
\yfD\ogt as t —> oo , consistent with Result 1.1. Figure 6(a) shows the solution for
D = 1 at t = 50 which has evolved into a minimum speed travelling wave. Figures
6(b) and 6(c) show graphs of the functions P(t) plotted against t and P(t) - 21
plotted against log t, respectively. Both of these functions are asymptotic to straight
lines as t -> oo with gradients 2 and - \ , respectively, as predicted by Result 1.1.
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0.2

0.0 —i 1 1 1 1

60 00 100 120 140 160 180 200

Fig. 6(a). A graph of the solution of the initial value problem (6),
(7) when D = 1 and g{x) is given by Eq. (64) at t = 50 .

Fig. 6(b). A graph of the function P(t) . The broken line has gradient
2VD = 2 in this case.
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0 •

Fig. 6(c). A graph of the function P(t)-2y/Dt plotted against log;.
The broken line has gradient in this case.

4. Conclusion. The main conclusions of this paper are summarized in Result 1.1,
which we now describe physically in terms of the competing processes of reaction and
diffusion that tend to increase and decrease the concentration of the autocatalyst, B ,
respectively. When the initial input of the autocatalyst, B , decays sufficiently rapidly
as x —> oo (/?(x, 0) = o(e~x^®x~2) as x —► oo), the travelling wave that evolves
propagates at the minimum asymptotic speed, v(t) ~ 2\fD - \\/T)t_1 as t —> oo.
This travelling wave pushes ahead of it a diffusion-dominated region (region IV)
where a small concentration of B initiates the autocatalytic production of B , which
allows the travelling wave to propagate forward. The travelling wave in this case
represents a balance between reaction and diffusion.

If the initial input of B decays less rapidly, but still exponentially, as x —» oo
(/?(x,0) = 0(e~axx~n) as x —► oo, with a = 1 /y/D, n < 2 or a < 1 /•/£>,
-oo < n < oo), the initial distribution of B for x » 1 is sufficiently large to drive
the evolution of a faster wave with v(t) > 2VD - \\fi5rx as t —► oo. Although
diffusion still plays an essential part in the propagation of this faster travelling wave,
the chemical reaction is the dominant process in this case. Finally, if the initial
input of B decays more slowly than any exponential as x —► oo (eaxy?(x, 0) —> oo
as x —> oo for all c > 0), a phase wave is generated. In this case, diffusion is
negligible and the behaviour of the solution is completely dominated by the chemical
reaction as t —> oo .
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